Tools for Partners

Making Plaques for 2nd Generation Hibaku-Jumoku (a-bomb survivor) Saplings

When 2nd generation trees, raised by GLH partners become large enough to be planted in the earth, we hope that plantings can be done with a small ceremony and a proper plaque.

- **Suggested information to be included on your plaque (after confirmed application, GLH will send you the symbol Mark and Logo via email):**

  1. Symbol Mark: The Mark will be the certificate proving that the tree is the descendant of Hiroshima A-bomb trees.
  2. GLH Logo
  4. Sample plaques in English/Japanese: Overseas partners could change the Japanese part to their mother tongue.

- **Sample text to be printed on the plaque:**

  "
  This tree, presented to [partner’s name] by Green Legacy Hiroshima on [date], is a descendant of a [species/tree name] that survived the atomic bombing of Hiroshima on 6th August 1945.

  The Green Legacy Hiroshima has been established to safeguard and spread the seeds and saplings of Hiroshima’s atomic bomb survivor trees – and their message of peace and hopes for a nuclear-free world.
  
  この [樹木名] は、[年月日]、グリーン・レガシー・ヒロシマより [パートナー名] に寄贈されました。この木は、1945 年 8 月 6 日に広島に投下された原爆の惨禍を生き抜いた樹木の子孫です。

  グリーン・レガシー・ヒロシマは「核のない世界」を目指して、広島の被爆樹木の種や苗を世界に広め、平和や希望のメッセージを伝えるために設立されました。
  "
Sample Plaques made by GLH global partners

Asia-Pacific University in Beppu, Japan
Plaque in English and Japanese

Sophia University in Tokyo, Japan
Plaque in English and Japanese in front of the sapling

Moscow State University in Moscow, Russia
Plaque in English and Russian

Tembusu College in Singapore
Plaque in English

Furupon Corporation in Shizuoka, Japan
Plaque in Japanese
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